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Event planners, bed and breakfast operators, caterers and bistro owners run hospitality establishments that are likely
too small to justify hiring a full-time human resources manager.

Although working in this industry can be very satisfying for those who enjoy being around people, the
fast-paced nature can make it difficult for owners to keep up with it. A successful hospitality-oriented business
owner must thrive under pressure, have the ability to think quickly, and understand the importance of keeping
up with constantly changing rules and regulations. Management Skills Employees in the hospitality industry
are often promoted to management positions without receiving proper training. If a manager is unable to
perform his job properly, your business will suffer. The manager needs to have people skills, so he can relate
to both employees and customers. He also needs to have experience in a leadership position, so he is
comfortable leading and managing your staff. Simply promoting a long-term employee to a leadership
position and expecting him to know how to be a manager does not work. Company Policies and Procedures
Many small businesses in the hospitality industry do not have a clear set of policies and procedures for
employees to follow. Not only can this create confusion for members of your staff, it can also cause health and
safety issues for your business. You should have a set of written standard operating procedures so your
employees know what is expected of them. If an accident happens or a legal complaint is filed against your
business, you may even need to use your set of policies and procedures as part of a defense in a court of law.
Many employees in the hospitality industry have taken their employer to court over job-related issues and
have won their case because the company did not have a set of written policies and procedures to use in its
defense. Theft Many businesses in the hospitality industry have major issues with employee theft. Your
employees have access to the products it takes to run your business. For a restaurant this includes items such
as food, alcohol, decor objects and even cash. It can be relatively easy for a dishonest employee to steal these
items from you. It is important to regularly check inventory levels and monitor employee behavior to ensure
your business is not the victim of employee theft. If a staff member is stealing from your business, this can
have a major impact on profit levels and the financial stability of your company. Training High turnover in the
hospitality industry commonly leads to staffs composed of poorly trained employees. If your business is
short-staffed the first thing on your mind might be putting a new employee to work instead of teaching him to
do his job the right way. While this may provide a short-term solution to your staffing issues, it will ultimately
hurt your business in the long run. Morale The morale of your staff needs to be high to provide good customer
service, but this can be difficult to achieve in the hospitality industry. High employee turnover can lead to low
morale. This results from a mixture of skilled and unskilled employees, which can be very frustrating for
talented workers. Long hours and stressful working conditions, especially when your business is understaffed,
cause also have a negative impact on employee morale. References 2 Biz Momentum:
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The hospitality industry employs young, inexperienced and uneducated hourly workers, and experiences high turnover,
ingredients that the Association of Human Resource Managers in the Hospitality Industry says lead to a steady stream
of litigation.

Share on Facebook Businesses in the hospitality industry succeed or fail on the satisfaction of their customers.
The hospitality industry comprises three major segments: Businesses within those segments can be as diverse
as a mom and pop bed-and-breakfast, an upscale bistro and club, and a family-friendly theme park. Employees
are on the front line of creating satisfied customers. Despite their differences, hospitality businesses all share
the same need for top-notch employees who are trained and empowered to provide outstanding customer
service. With success hanging on the quality of its employees, a hospitality organization needs effective
human resource management. Whether an employee deals directly with the customers or provides a support
function for those who do, their performance is what makes your business stand out above and beyond its
competitors. The best way to hone your competitive edge is to recruit, develop and retain employees who are
competent, accountable and passionate about their work. Just hiring a good worker is not enough. These tasks
fall within the mission of human resource management. A hospitality business needs a comprehensive HRM
strategy to create a businesswide culture that emphasizes employee development, high performance and
commitment to delivering quality customer service. However, small and medium-sized firms often lack the
resources and staffing to develop such a system. Human resources functions are often divided among existing
staff. For example, the business owner or manager may conduct most of the hiring and firing, leaving
recruitment up to word-of-mouth from other employees. Consequently, some small and medium-sized
business in the hospitality sector suffer from a host of problems, including noncompetitive salaries and
benefits, poor morale, lowered quality of staff, disciplinary problems and high turnover rate, especially among
younger employees. These deficiencies should be addressed through HR management. However, setting up a
good HR system is in itself a challenge, due to lack of resources on the part of the business as well as
difficulty finding and hiring qualified HR personnel for a small business. Planning should begin by analyzing
the current service capacity of your existing staff, creating job descriptions and qualification requirements, and
projecting current and future HR needs. It may pay to hire a specialized manager to oversee the HR workload
and address problems such as absenteeism, poor morale and high turnover rates. Employee recruitment is
typically a weak area for many small hospitality businesses, which often use low-budget recruitment
techniques. One option is to take advantage of recruitment opportunities offered through colleges and
universities, especially if they have a hospitality major. Recruitment costs are relatively low, and the pool of
prospective employees is likely to be better educated and more enthusiastic than walk-in hires. Training and
employee development can also benefit from association with a college or university. Look for continuing
education courses and support your employees by reimbursing all or part of the course fee. Business
associations within the hospitality industry may offer conferences, seminars and online instruction that can be
a valuable source of employee development opportunities. Most business owners in the hospitality sector have
an appreciation for the role of HRM but lack the specialized knowledge to apply best practices and determine
impacts of HRM on the business itself. Training and development should extend to the owner and upper-level
managers of the business. Having a well-rounded knowledge of current management practices enables the
owner and managers to apply updated procedures and techniques, both in HR and other aspects of the
business. The results should pay a dividend in terms of more efficient operations and heightened employee
performance, leading to greater customer satisfaction and repeat customers.
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Excellent Human Resource Management in the Hospitality Industry One of the most important and challenging aspects
of hospitality is professional human resource management. At the end of the day, managing a hotel comes down to
managing the "guest expectation.".

The use of the existing human resource management HRM practice and theory helps to contextualize it to the
industries based on specific employment practices in the industries, such as working in the airline industry or
managing tour reps. Nickson, Additionally, there are foreseen and unforseen challenges and opportunities that
should be worked upon to either avert it or achieve it respectively. More so, labor is an essential aspect of the
factors of production, therefore, the process of recruiting laborers or employees in the THE industry is
changing on a daily basis. More selection methods or approaches are being employed based on criteria that
seem to be effective in the THE industries. Based on these major criteria, this paper discusses the reasons
behind these major elements and how they are being done. Human Resource Planning Human Resource
planning is important to any organization and its success because it forms an integral part of the organization
and also ensures that the organization succeed in achieving all its defined goals and targets. The reasons why
HR planning is important in an organization will be discussed below. Firstly, HR planning is defined
according to Sampurna Majumder as the systematic evaluation of HR needs that makes sure that the accurate
number of employees with the most suitable skills are readily available whenever they are required. In the
process of HR planning, it is required of the practitioners that the objectives needed to be achieved must be in
mind. This is the exact reason why many job seekers keep seeking employment. Furthermore, another
important aspect of planning for human resources is the forecasting demand. It is imperative that the
practitioners fully have some idea of where the organization is headed with its sales and revenue. The
percentage of sales in the current year should be better than the previous year. The new recruiting of new staff
to the organization can help to meet this demand. Basically, the need for employees who will help meet some
financial demands is necessary here. Otherwise, customers may see the organization not effectively carrying
out their business success. Bradley, Additionally, being proactive is another aspect of HR planning. Bearing in
mind the idea of being proactive in business will help keep heads-up with what the business process is And
thus, build more effective method to create a pipeline of employees that are ready, unforced, and able to help
the organization grow and attain its goal. When employees see some excitement in the management on the
foreseen success, they will also be excited about the future of the organization and also about the new talent
that would be brought on-board, this will make them excited to help the organization reach their goals, hence
increasing organization financial bottom line. Bradley, Achieving these reasons are based on employing the
right methodologies. These include the following; Workforce analysis: The workforce analysis is considered
as one of the methodologies used because the workforce is a very important factor in human resources
planning. The current workforce and future workforce, both have their different roles in human resources. The
strength of the workforce determines the level of output. Seminars, job fairs and other social functions are
ways to advertise the company. Human resources should organize seminars and job fairs to recruit employees
in quality and quantity, as qualified employees increases the strength of the workforce which in turns increases
productivity. Training programs improve the employee skills, this includes customer service and sales
training, or a focus on specific work-related skills. The provision of training and retraining programs will help
reduce present and future liability. But human resource planning can help reduce the possibility of employee
departure through retention programs. Additionally, the retention program can include advancement, rewards,
or growth and even work-life balancing. Firstly, when there is no human resource planning, it will be difficult
to know which employee has the required qualifications, knowledge, skills, work experience, and aptitude
level for the work at hand. Cartwrigh, Second, it will be difficult to choose the right personnel to replace the
large number of those who retire, grown old, die, or become incapacitated based on physical or mental
ailments. Therefore, the work would have to suffer. Cartwrigh, Third, labor turnover is something that cannot
be avoided, but beneficial, lack of human resource planning will not help understand how such labor turnover
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arises from factors such as discharges, voluntary quits, promotions or marriage; or even factors such as
cyclical fluctuations in the business which could lead to the constant ebb and flow in the organization.
Cartwrigh, Ignoring HRP will not allow an organization meet the needs of expansion programs, which is very
important because of the high increase in the demand for goods and services by a developing population,
increase in the standing of living â€” which results in larger quantities of similar goods and services for new
goods. Cartwrigh, Finally, when HRP is taken into effective consideration, it will help identify areas in which
there are surplus employee or areas where there is a shortage of employee. Because, if there is a surplus
quantity, it can be redeployed; and if there is a possibility of shortage, it can be made good. Cartwrigh, Finally,
it is agreeable to note that the above are key factors as to why human resource planning is so central to the
successful running of any business. Human resource planning is a must for every business, no matter how
much it is ignored within an organization, the vacuum would be left. As a matter of fact, human resources
planning has to be linked to the entire strategic direction of an organization, and the human resource
practitioners need to have a strategic table and seats to define this strategic direction and to also have
information about the organization corporate strategy. It gives the opportunity to list the skills necessary for
the new hire in order to fulfill their duties. An evaluation of the roles of recruitment is explained below.
Recruitment performs the roles of analyzing the job. In every organization, before recruiting exercise is carried
out for a new or existing position, it is relatively important that some time is invested in gathering information
about what the job entails. This should form the basis of the job description. Recruitment describes the job.
After the job analysis, writing the job description is the next phase. This clearly explains the job to the
intending employees, and assists the recruitment process by offering a clear guide for everyone involved,
about what is required in the job. It gives the required person specification or job profile. A person
specification states the imperative and desirable criteria for selection. Such kind of specifications depend on a
set of competencies identified as needful in the performance of the job. This method helps the employees
access the recruitment information more clearly and they will be sure they do not miss out any details
expected of them for the position or job they intend to fit in. Employment agencies are professionals in the
human resource industries and this method gives the THE industry a confidence that these agencies have the
knowledge of the market, the agencies are getting the right candidates, they are also building the THE
company brand, allowing the agencies to gain short term access to their key strategic skills, and agencies are
usually on good budget or resource. Dinnen, Newspaper advertising: This method allows the companies in the
THE industry to increase their brand recognition, new foot traffic, product sales, and repeat business.
Stakeholder, such as local councils: The use of local government for recruiting is employed by the THE
industry confirms that the company had been given legal power and grant to operate in their community and
they are being supported. Utilizing community groups help to gain increased diversity through various
community groups. Recruiting is changing in the THE industries based on some factors, such as legal and
policy changes. Also, since there has been the removal of the DRA, older workers are now being provided
with the right to remain in their employment as long as they choose in the hospitality sector in the UK.
Hospitality Sector, Therefore, causing a relative change within organizations in this section. In addition, the
changing economic conditions are another aspect that is impacting this sector negatively. All employees in this
sector have been given the right to flexible working, thereby bringing a shift in the approach to how things are
done in this sector. Furthermore, the current trends and issues in the events sector cause more change in the
recruitment process. The growth of the THE industry has been retarded based on the economic issues in the
country. According to the labor market review of the events industry , it was seen that the size of the THE
workforce can only grow after the recession at the time. This implies that there are possibilities that the fear of
possible recession can give rise to consciousness in the recruitment process. Moreover, such downtown in
recession could lead to a public perception. Due to the unfavorable events that could have occurred in the past
in the THE industry, many organizations will be cutting back, and would not want to recruit as many
employees as possible. And because companies are also being watchful on going on various trips in order to
cut expenses, it affects the industry negatively, hence, a level of redundancy. The increase in competition is
another factor that affects the recruitment process in the THE industry. There will always exist competition in
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every sector, as long as it is business-related. The THE industry is filled with various job opportunities and it
is growing and developing at a fast pace with hard work and high turnover. Since the recession has gradually
come to an end, employment trends have been positive. While, there are also opportunities with developing
businesses, such as independent restaurants, exhibition venues and event management companies, bars, and
hotels. Generally, restaurants, hotels, and bars offer more opportunities for various skills. However, work
experience is needed in the THE industry in the recruitment process. The role of selection is crucial for some
reasons. First, the performance of work depends on the individuals. The most advisable way to enhance
performance is to hire people who are competent and willing to work. From an employee viewpoint,
inappropriate or bad choice of selection can demoralize the individual concerned especially, those who found
themselves in the wrong job and also demotivating the remaining parts of the workforce. Thus, effective
section provides greater relevance. Furthermore, the cost incurred in recruiting and hiring an individual speaks
largely about the role of selection. This is because recruiting has become relatively expensive. When a wrong
selection is made, the costs are much greater. Moreover, selection should not be made based on predicted
success, otherwise, may result into failure results. The costs incurred include, the cost of while the individual
is employed resulting into profit losses, accidents due to negligence, damaged company image or reputation,
absenteeism, and more. Other costs include the one associated with training, and possible transfer, or
termination of the services of such employee. The cost of replacing that employee comes in, cost of hiring,
training, and building a fresh one constitute the kind of costs in selection. This includes interviews, practical
tests, assessment centres, and psychological tests. This method of selection helps to determine the
communication or social skills of the applicant. Additionally, it can be used to check for other general skills
such as analytical, interpersonal, and organizational skills. Assessment Centres These are designed to evaluate
the various types of job related abilities and skills to assess job applicants. It also checks for communication,
interpersonal, analytical, as well as planning and organizing skills. Psychological Tests This is the use of
questions or problems to assess, measure, or evaluate the ability of the candidates to learn quickly, reasoning,
logic, reading comprehension and any related enduring mental abilities that are the basis for the success in
various jobs in the THE industry. The Effectiveness of these Selection Methods in Differing Job Roles
Interviews Well-designed interviews are effective because of the use of a standard set of questions to evaluate
skills, abilities, knowledge, and other qualities required for the particular position relative to a candidate in the
THE industry. The THE industry requires a high level of competence in the role of event organization, tourism
management, hotel management, and other sensitive position. SIOP, Practical Tests The effectiveness of
practical tests in differing roles is seen in how best a candidate can perform some tasks that are similar or same
to those they would perform while they secure their job. This gives the employer s conviction that a candidate
possesses a level of skill or competence in the THE industry.
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Understand essential human resources concepts and theories and analyze contemporary issues in the management of
human capital.

Even non-franchised restaurants and motels might not have an in-house HR expert to handle employment
issues. But the risks to small businesses in the hospitality industry, from disgruntled patrons to high employee
turnover, can be costly and warrant help from an HR professional. The ISHC report, "Top Ten Issues in the
Hospitality Industry for ," also notes that more people are exiting than entering the hospitality workforce,
leaving hotels, restaurants and other hospitality businesses short-handed. The report identifies substandard
wages as a deterrent to attracting and retaining skilled workers. Long hours, including nights and weekends,
make jobs in the industry undesirable career choices for college-educated Gen-Xers, Gen-Yers and millenials,
who want more flexibility and higher-quality work opportunities. A lack of focus on employee satisfaction and
training also has hurt the industry. Recruiters can hire guest workers for seasonal employment under the H-2B
visa program to help rectify shortages, according to the ISHC. Also, HR routinely runs background checks on
job candidates. This practice might help reduce the high theft rate of wine, food and equipment in the industry,
which Philip Lye, director of Biz Momentum Pty Ltd. HR can ensure that every position is described in detail
so that new hires and veteran workers are clear about their duties and responsibilities. Retention The
hospitality industry is expected to grow by 17 percent through , based on U. Bureau of Labor Statistics. This
growth is above the 14 percent average for all other industries. But high turnover remains a problem for the
hospitality industry. The ISHC recommends in-house professional development programs that present
hospitality jobs as viable careers. This enables recruiters to show veterans and new hires how successful
people in the industry have advanced. Compensation HR helps businesses in the labor-intensive hospitality
industry set wages and salaries based on regional market rates. Hospitality employees earn much of their extra
income through tips. According to the ISHC, offering workers shared cash bonuses for raising productivity
has been successful in this labor-intensive industry. Liability An HR manager or consultant ensures that
businesses understand and abide by state and federal employment laws. Noncompliant employers risk facing
crippling penalties, fines or lawsuits. As public places where jobs are often hazardous, restaurants, hotels and
hospitality establishments in general must follow safety codes. Lye reports in his article that sexual
misconduct is up in the industry. HR investigates misconduct claims and recommends disciplinary action or
dismissal, if necessary. HR drafts zero-tolerance policies on discrimination and harassment, and helps
managers and employees understand their rights and obligations under the law. Labor Hospitality workers are
often union members. The act prevents employers from barring workers from joining unions or taking part in
union activities while off duty. HR has a chief role in union-contract negotiations between bargaining unit
leaders and management over pay, benefits, hours and working conditions.
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Human Resources Management in the Hospitality Industry, 2nd Edition - Kindle edition by David K. Hayes, Jack D.
Ninemeier. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks,
note taking and highlighting while reading Human Resources Management in the Hospitality Industry, 2nd Edition.

There have been researches conducted on the importance of the human resource management and as the
business environment has transformed into more competitive world, the importance of having an adequate and
appropriate Human Resource Management cannot be neglected. The most important factor by which the HRM
contributes towards the organizational success is to realize the differences between cultures while the business
tends to experience internationalization. There have been many researches already being conducted in order to
realize the different cultures, people having different attitudes towards the similar issues. Due to several
factors like globalization and internalization of the businesses, this has increased the focus of many authors to
write about importance of culture and realize that removing the cultural difference will enable the company to
improve the performance. In order for the business to prosper in the international market it is necessary to
realize the difference in the local culture and realize the different norms and values in the local market, and
this can easily be done by having proper Human Resource Management in the organization. Having HR
department to support the organization, through intense communication across the company and also
providing the required training and developing the needed skills in the employees can enable the company to
become more competitive in the new market. The difference in the culture and the importance of realizing the
difference is very crucial in every sector of the business including the Hospitality industry. This industry is
unique in kind since this is the only business in which the consumer is being brought to the product instead of
taking the product to the consumer. Hospitality industry across the globe has experienced boost due to
globalization concept, this research report is based on the book written by an author named Ulrike Ditzel, and
the name of the book is Cultural difference in business life, understanding German and American Business
Culture. This research study is being based on the importance of Culture in business related to the necessity of
having appropriate HRM in hospitality industry. This report discusses the various issues that are being
discussed by the author and the evaluation of the work is also being conducted which can be found during the
research report many times, although this book makes it sure that realizing cultural difference is essential for
hospitality industry. In order to first realize that how HRM has grown to a more important role in the business
especially in the tourism industry, it is first necessary to realize the current situation of the industry. After the
industrialization of the globe the concept of viewing the world as a single market was introduced known as
globalization; in other and simpler words, one country stop selling and other quits buying. Some places can be
observed for having natural uniqueness providing those some benefits over other places, where people will
love to spend their vacations, some places are very attractive for having historic background like Taj Mahal in
India, or Moenjo Daro in Pakistan, people having interest in viewing the historic stuff love to visit this place.
It can be therefore easily be said that the Hospitality industry has increased as compared to past years and
tourism also played its role in the development of the industry, but still there are other factors like business
which has more influenced the entire industry. For instance, Dubai one of the major financial hub before
recession was the main country for many multinational companies to work and set their head office there, as
the recession period is being over the state has again capture the sight of many businesses. Through the above
discussion it can be observed that the main factor influencing the business sector is the globalization and
therefore people travelling for business purpose has provided the fuel for the hospitality industry Olsen, Zhao,
This can be considered that travelling for business purpose has also increased the people to travel for pleasure
as well; there are many countries which are now connecting both industries in one form like Malaysia which is
the most benefitted country amongst all, generating much revenue from this sector, since this country is being
the technological hub for many countries and god has gifted this country with great many scenarios the
management has able to maintain make it useful for the country. Therefore it can be said that the Hospitality
industry has increased a lot and recently there are many factors which have played an important role in the
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development of this industry Pizam, By reading the research work conducted by the authors, the importance
of Human Resource Management was observed and realized that the HR personal should always be present in
the any business especially in the tourism industry. The following part of the report includes the various
critical aspects of organization managing the adequate human resource management in working in the tourism
industry Tanke, Importance of Human Resource in Hospitality Industry: Likewise many businesses and
industry, the hospitality industry has also realized the fact that employees are the most important asset of the
organization. Especially in hotel business, having a good, qualified and hardworking workforce can
distinguish between which hotel is good and which is bad. The human resource managers are able to cover
almost every aspect of the hotel; this makes human resource management an integral and significant part of
the management in the hospitality industry. After going through the document it is being realized that since
hospitality industry is about providing better services to the consumers, therefore the quality of the hotel
depends upon the labor force working in the hotels Chon, Mair, There are many different areas, improving
them is the duty of human resource manager resulting in the overall better performance by the entire
organization. The HRM department is responsible for hiring new employees, the newly hired employees can
seriously affect the performance of the hotel which makes it necessary for the managers to hire the best and
qualified workers present in the market by following appropriate hiring process, in which every candidate is
critically evaluated and only those with the spark are being hired. The most important task for the HR manager
is to get the most appropriate people for particular task, since in hotel industry, many workers tend to just
participate in the work, as they think that there is nothing else to do, whereas hotel services require proactive
employees which can make decision on the spot and can satisfy the customer query in time Brotherton, This
report will also discuss the issues that are related with the HR manager in terms of managing the different
tasks in the hospitality industry, but the most important task of the HR manager is to retain the highest quality
employees, the main problem in doing this duty is the fact that many of the people do not want use this
industry as the ending career, therefore the employee turnover in the hospitality industry is relatively much
higher than other industry Albercht, After analyzing the document that is being also discussed in the start of
the report, reading the document helped to realize that HR manager has to more strategic in terms of handling
HRM issues in the industry Aswathappa, Therefore the importance of Human Resource Management cannot
be neglected in this industry, having customers coming from different cultures do have separate living
standards and also the expectation varies. Moreover, when any company wants to open a hotel in the
international market, or in other words a hotel which needs to go beyond the boundaries, it has to face some
difficult issues in terms of managing the cultural factors Browaeys, There are many examples of huge
companies facing failure when entering into different countries. HR department has to play a significant role
in this regard while maintaining the significant corporate culture and also to cope up the issues regarding the
external environment McManus, Moreover in the global context in terms of hospitality industry, the HR
manager also has to be more strategic in terms of rewarding and motivating the employees through different
processes. Hotels which are able to provide appropriate training to the employees resulting in the
enhancements of the skills and abilities of the employees make it possible for them to go upward in the career
Dash, Having appropriate HR department in the hotel provides the employees a gateway by which they can
have proper guidance regarding any issue related to the performance or with the daily operational activities.
Moreover this provides with the sense of security to the employees that they do have someone who can look
after them whenever they commit a mistake Edwards, The above discussed importance of having appropriate
HR manager and department is being extracted from the document that was supposed to lead. In that particular
document, it was analyzed that having human resource management in the hospitality industry is must Ferraro,
Importance of Culture in International Hospitality Industry: There are many cultural factors that prevent the
company, in this case hotel to operate in the other regions, this was observed during the analyses of the
document that was required to consider, these issues become more critical when they are not properly treated,
and for the providing the appropriate treatment organization needs to have appropriate human resource
management. In order to manage the different factors, it is first essential to identify these factors and then the
role of the HR manager in order to cope up with the issues, some important elements are Hellibrand, This is
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very important for the hotels that are planning to open a new business unit in any other country. The social
structure here represents the way people live in different countries, this is important to realize since, HR
manager needs to hire the employees and train them accordingly. In different regions people do have different
perspectives and different living standards, resulting in diversified population to target and attract, and also to
hire people that are also from different social structure. HR manager in the hospitality industry can enable the
organization to understand the basic difference in the social structure of the country from the country of origin
Keegan, This comprises of the most difficulties from all the different factors in culture, a hotel going
international or entering into a new country needs to face this issues, there are many examples like Coca Cola
entering China and changing the pronunciation, as first it did not mean what was expected from it, moreover
like many other businesses the importance of employees is also being realized by the hospitality industry and
now businesses considers employees the most important asset of the organization, therefore HR manager
needs to be proactive in dealing with the issues related to language problem in the new country. Even if the
business is not international, hotel needs to accommodate people from different nations having different
languages and act in their language can mean harmful whereas can also mean very normal in the local
language in which the hotel is being working. Here comes the strategic role of the Human Resource Manager
who needs to fill the gap that is being created by the language issues by holding appropriate session related to
training the employees and also telling the management about the language differences Paul, Here the
education means the level of literacy rate in the country, this has become a critical issue for the HR
management because, organizations working in the country having low literacy rate will make it hard for the
organization to find the most appropriate employee for the position. Moreover sometimes hiring less educated
people will harm the services provided by the hotels, since hiring inappropriate employee in hotel can alter the
services at very rapid pace, since in hotels direct customer interaction is being conducted, hence affecting the
image of the entire organization Poole, HR manager has to realize that what elements are different in terms of
interests in the new country, it is also possible that one thing which is given the most value in the country of
origin means nothing in the new country, hence resulting in the failure of the entire business. Therefore the
Human Resource Management needs to realize the difference between the interests and values of the culture
and try to pose the hotel in an acceptable manner and decorate it in the similar way, so that potential customers
can feel that they are in their own culture. Different currency rate, different factors driving the economy,
varying financial sector, these issues are less related to the HR manager, but international hospitality industry
needs to cope up with these issues that occur when management decides to internationalize the entire business.
Effects of Culture on Hospitality Industry: After analyzing the hospitality industry in the context of the human
resource management and cultural affects, it has been noted that the there are various elements that effect the
cultures for the hospitality industry. Some of the key elements are discussed below; Consumer Behavior: One
of the main important elements that has noted is that the consumer behavior is hospitality industry is changing
with significant rates. As compared to the last couple of decades the behaviors of the customers have been
changed and the main reason behind this change is the mode of globalization. As discussed in the above report
that the since the business world has entered into globalization mode, the hospitality industry has managed to
grow faster than ever before because the visitors now find this easy to move from one region to another easily
and with many facilities Mondy, And since the customers have now visited many places across the world, the
roles of human resource personnel have become more critical. Today, the human resource personnel have to
ensure that they design the organizational policies and regulations according to the consumer behavior. But the
changing behaviors of the consumers are restricting the human resource personnel to do so. Many of the
companies and their HR departments are now planning and redesigning their strategies to ensure that the
consumer behaviors are properly understood. As compared to the past few years, the HR personnel in
hospitality industry have become more responsible to understand the needs and requirements of the customers
and act accordingly. A part from the above critical factors of changes in consumer behavior, the local and
regional demand of the customers has also noted to be changed. The HR department of hospitality industry
again has to ensure that it clearly understands the local demand and design the organizational strategies
accordingly to attract the potential customers and increase the sales and profitability. As this is the only way
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which is remained to adopt otherwise sustaining in hospitality industry is not an easy task to perform.
Maintaining the brand image is also one of the critical jobs for the organizations and HR departments are one
of the responsible departments to do so. The regional culture also creates many complications for the
hospitality industrial companies to ensure that the brand image is saved from any harm. Today it is noted that
many of the companies are operating efficiently and successful across the world and it is because of the
regional culture Rae, Human Resource Issues in the Hospitality Industry: Different levels of hotels big and
small in the hospitality industry face difficulty in order to manage the human resource and also the
relationships with the employees in any country or countries they operate in. There have been increase in the
employees issue regarding the organizational culture; the cases for sexual harassments have increased which
ultimately costs the organization to give from its profit Wvans, There are many cases observed in which
hotels are not following the health and safety issues regarding the employees or the customers and even
different services provided to them in different phases. Many hotels are observed to have high employee
turnover or highly staffed labor, which means the organization is having more employees than required. This
is because of the lack of appropriate HR manager and department which are not fulfilling the different needs
of the organization, as now days the HR department should be playing more strategic role instead of only
restricted to traditional ways. There are few major issues regarding the HR personals in the hospitality
industry which was observed during the reading of the document presented by the author Price, Moreover the
HR manager needs to deal with different laws and regulations depending upon the country or the countries
they are working in. These policies must incorporate the different operational issues like sexual harassments
and other problems that the employees are facing in their duties. The entire induction process of the company
should be strategically followed by HR manager Wierzbicka, As the business environment is getting more
competitive, organizations in different industries need to gain some access to those resources in which they
have gain the competitive advantage to increase the profitability. The above report is being constructed in this
similar regard, in which it was required to select an author which has written on the topic of culture and then
the concepts earned through that book was being incorporated in this research report which is based on the
importance of Human Resource Management in the international industry. Therefore the report is constructed
in a logical manner followed from the evolution of the Hospitality industry, in this part the different factors
have been discussed which has resulted in the boost of the entire industry; the main factor which has
influenced is the globalization. Then the importance of culture is being discussed and how the realization of
the culture is important in the international business environment and also different factors of the culture are
being discussed. In the end part of the report, the importance of Human resource management is being
discussed and how human resource manager can play its role in the development of the organizational
performance. There are few issues also discussed in which the basic emphasis was on to have an appropriate
inductions system by which the organization will be able to hire best employees.
Chapter 6 : 1, Human Resources Jobs | Hcareers
Human Resources Management in the Hospitality Industry, 2nd Edition helps today's hospitality professional be an
expert at managing many functions. In every segment of the hospitality industry, recruiting, selecting, orienting, training,
and retaining outstanding staff members are always challenging tasks, but every manager must master them.

Chapter 7 : Human Resources Hotel Jobs | Hospitality Online
Human Resources for the Hospitality Industry. Search the Blog. Categories. Human Resources for the Financial
Services Industry; Human Resources for the Healthcare.

Chapter 8 : Strategic Role of HRM in Tourism and Hospitality Industry
The human resource managers are able to cover almost every aspect of the hotel; this makes human resource
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management an integral and significant part of the management in the hospitality industry.

Chapter 9 : The Role of the Human Resource Department in a Hospitality Organization | Your Business
The hospitality industry comprises three major segments: accommodations, food and beverage, and travel and tourism.
Businesses within those segments can be as diverse as a mom and pop bed-and-breakfast, an upscale bistro and club,
and a family-friendly theme park.
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